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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by and issued by China Magnesium Corporation Limited (“CMC”) to assist it in informing
interested parties about the Company and its progress. It should not be considered as an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase
any securities in the Company or as an inducement to make an offer or invitation with respect to those securities. No agreement to
subscribe for securities in the Company will be entered into on the basis of this presentation.

You should not act or refrain from acting in reliance on this presentation material. This overview of CMC does not purport to be all
inclusive or to contain all information which its recipients may require in order to make an informed assessment of the Company’s
prospects. You should conduct your own investigation and perform your own analysis in order to satisfy yourself as to the accuracy and
completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained in this presentation and making any investment decision.

Neither the Company nor its advisers have verified the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements and opinions contained
in this presentation. Accordingly, to the maximum extent permitted by law, the Company and its officers, employees, advisers and
agents make no representation and give no assurance, guarantee or warranty, express or implied, as to, and take no responsibility and
assume no liability for, the authenticity, validity, accuracy, suitability or completeness of, or any errors in or omission, from any
information, statement or opinion contained in this presentation.
Reports and Announcements can be accessed via the CMC website – www.chinamagnesiumcorporation.com

Forward-Looking Statements:
This presentation includes certain “Forward-Looking Statements”. All statements, other than statements of historical fact, included
herein, including without limitation, statements regarding forecast cash flows, future expansion plans and development objectives of
CMC are forward-looking statements that involve various risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance that such statements will
prove to be accurate and actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements.
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Key developments since FY2012



Further land rights secured (Oct12), available for second phase expansion or
possible further value-adding or cost-saving investments



Established additional semi coking, magnesium and tar oil JV (Jun13)



Established commodities trading desk & warehouse facilities in Rotterdam



Ferrosilicon acquisition delayed pending ongoing due diligence review



Issue of 1.3m shares at $0.30 (50% premium market) to raise $0.4m (Jul12)



$3.1m cash as at end of Sep 2012 (before rights issue)



1:10 rights issue raised a further $220,000 (pre costs) at $0.04 (14% premium)
(Nov13). Almost 30% of shareholders followed their rights. All directors followed their
rights and Xinping Liang subscribed for $50,000 of the shortfall.
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Magnesium – 21st century structural metal



Stronger and lighter structural metal


33% lighter than aluminium and 75% lighter than steel



Used in Mg alloy die casting (auto/aircraft & electronics) for its light weight



Also used for producing aluminium alloys, steel and titanium



Roskill (Aug 2010) forecast consumption to grow at ~6%pa on average, particularly
in the automotive sector (~10%pa)



Growth in use of magnesium in transport applications continues to out-pace
traditional materials such as steel



Chinese government's 12th 5 year plan targets magnesium as a key metal
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Expected increase in Mg content per vehicle





“Engineers and scientists at General Motors Co believe that they are making major
strides toward lighter vehicles by developing a way to expand the use of magnesium
in auto parts.” *

“By 2020, magnesium will be able to take out 15% of the weight of a vehicle, leading
to fuel savings of 9% to 12%, according to the US Automotive Partnership” *

* From “GM test magnesium sheet metal to make cars lighter”, Reuters, 23 Oct 2012
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China: Growing demand, restricted supply



China accounts for:


around 75% of global primary supply



around 30% of global consumption (and growing consumption)



Dominated world production using the pidgeon process – a simple, cheap thermal
process – at the expense of capital intensive electrolytic processes used in the West



The Chinese government is rationalising the Mg industry:


15,000 tpa minimum capacity for existing plants



50,000 minimum tpa capacity for new permits (not applicable to CMC)



CMC set to benefit because it already has a permit to 105,000tpa.
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Magnesium plant locations

Location of the CMC’s magnesium production operations in Pingyao, Shanxi province and the proposed
semi coke / magnesium operations in Fugu, Shaanxi province, both in northern China
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Pingyao Magnesium Plant (91.25% CMC)



Located in Shanxi Province of Northern China



One of the largest Mg producing regions in the world



20,000 tpa magnesium/alloy capacity, with permits to expand to 105,000 tpa



Operations restart still awaiting working capital finance drawdown



Term sheet issued by ICBC Bank - February 2013



Board has regularly reviewed alternative financing options, and has determined at this
time that sourcing working capital from Chinese banks provides the best outcome for
shareholders in the longer term
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Pingyao working capital finance



Extract from 2013 annual report – the extract remains relevant:
“The Company has been operating in an environment where there has been a one-in-ten-year change of leadership in the
Chinese government. During the lead up and since the hand over to the new leadership, the government has been
conducting its own due diligence into various aspects of the Chinese economy and government. One of the key areas of
focus has been on the country’s banking industry, and its effect on CMC’s ability to access local, debt financed working
capital has been significant.”
“… obtaining unconditional and immediately available bank financing to recommence magnesium production at Pingyao has
been a very slow and frustrating process – continually imminent but still not yet available …”
“The transition of leadership to President Xi Jinping in late 2012 and early 2013 coincided with a slowdown in China's torrid
economic growth. The new Government announced a review of bank lending across many industries, which also impacted
CMC. This specifically impacted upon the finalisation and draw down on a term sheet from the Industrial and Commercial
Bank for a one year working capital facility which was announced in February 2013.
After this comprehensive review the new Government in July 2013 said it was ending controls on bank lending rates to try to
create a market-oriented financial system to support economic growth. An overhaul of China's interest rate policy is seen as
one of the most important changes required to keep its growth strong. Banks up to this time have lent mostly to state
industry rather than the entrepreneurs who create China's new jobs and wealth. Allowing banks to negotiate rates with
borrowers is anticipated to channel more credit to private enterprise.
So whilst the lengthy delay in obtaining new working capital financing has been frustrating for CMC and our shareholders
alike, it does shed light on the reasons for the delay, and I believe this augers well for the eventual approval and draw down
of our proposed working capital facilities.”
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Fugu semi coke, magnesium and tar oil JV



Plant located in Fugu County, Shaanxi Province (next to Shanxi province)



China’s largest magnesium producing province (recently overtook Shanxi) due to
cheap fuel source of waste gas produced by semi coke plants



240,000 tpa semi coke, 8,000 tpa pure magnesium and 16,800 tpa tar oil



Use of waste coke gases expected to provide substantial savings in unit operating
costs for pure magnesium production



Upgraded Mg reduction ovens not operational currently, but awaiting customer due
diligence (due to proposed credit terms) before commencing JV operations



CMC will be the managers and operators.



CMC to pay an annual ‘lease fee’ equal to the greater of RMB6 million (~A$1.1m) or
49% of net profit



Also required to pay a bond and provide working capital (combined total estimated to
be RMB11m (~A$1.9m)
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Pidgeon process for Mg production



Dolomite (similar to limestone) is heated to remove carbon and leave magnesium
and calcium oxides



Ferrosilicon is added and, under high temperature, reduces magnesium oxide to
pure magnesium vapour, which is condensed to solid magnesium “crown”.



The crown is melted and cast into pure magnesium ingots. Small amounts of other
metals (mainly aluminium and zinc) can be added to the molten magnesium to form
alloys

Furnace in production
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Mg Production Process (Pingyao)
Discharging

Mg Ingot

Crowns

Briquettes
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Pingyao Mg Plant
Coal-Gas Facility

Waste Heat
Recovery Boiler &
Dust Collector

Rotary Kiln

Jet Vacuum System
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Fugu semi coke, Mg and tar oil plant
Steam powered vacuum system-steam from
waste heat recovery system of rotary kiln

Discharging semi coke (1)

Gasifiers-Coal to Semi Coke and waste gas
used to heat ovens

Discharging semi coke (2)
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Dolomite quarry



Located approximately 30km from magnesium plant



Dolomite is the magnesium bearing ore – the largest raw input by volume



Dolomite requirements for Pingyao plant magnesium production were supplied by
the quarry and expected to supply expanded production

From quarry level

Looking down on quarry
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Dolomite quarry
Blast drilling

Delivering to crushers

Loading

Sizing products
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International trading desk



Commenced in January 2012



Leverages CMC’s extensive network – particularly in China – and assists
international brand-building regarding CMC’s anticipated magnesium production



Currently maintaining magnesium stocks in Rotterdam using London Metal
Exchange-approved warehousing facilities to facilitate (risk
minimized/managed/hedged) market penetration in the EU market
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Rights offer



1:10 Rights offer at 4 cents (14% premium to market price at the time of
announcement of the rights issue) completed 18 November 2013



Almost 30% of shareholders followed their rights



Rights issue raised $220,000 (pre costs)



All directors followed their rights and Xinping Liang subscribed for $50,000 of the
shortfall. Directors subscribed for a total of just over $200,000



Funds raised will provide additional working capital
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Exceptional growth prospects



Key environmental permits and water access in place to expand production
to 105,000tpa – permit does not have an expiry date



“Preferred Project” status from Shanxi provincial government



90mu (~60,000m2) of land secured, earmarked for either next expansion
phase or further downstream processing



CMC will also consider other acquisition opportunities leveraging its
extensive network in east Asia



Trading desk presence in international markets will strengthen the case for
future growth



Ferrosilicon (which represents main cost input) business acquisition
(Tianda) remains open but delayed (at CMC’s discretion) pending ongoing
of due diligence reviews (including business economics)
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Summary



Suspended magnesium/alloy production pending working capital finance –
term sheet approved



51/49 JV for a semi coke, magnesium and tar oil plant, providing potentially
lower operating costs in China’s largest magnesium producing province –
due diligence in progress



Established international commodity
opportunistic and strategic value



Strong cash position

trading

desk,

providing

both

Remains positioned to exploit growing demand for a light weight, 21st century
structural metal – magnesium
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